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Food as medicine



What is food ?



Our favourite dishes



Trends We found

Lab-grown meat Artificial seeds Food supplements Climate-concious food

Smart pantries AI Crop analytics tood



Trends We found

Lab Grown Food



Trends We found

New habits





As the rise of artificial food, the traditional food under 

the development of future tech such as lab-grown 

food and climate change

The domain we picked

Domain



SCENARIO MATRIX



SCENARIO

We pick scenario which has high 
maturity of technology and social 
equality as our final one.



Utopia

SCENARIO

Food with high nutritions available to 

everyone

Everybody has access to food as a medical 

function

Food diet is used as a prevention method

Diet of people is balanced among natural 

and artificial food



We then brainstormed based on the 
scenario. We generated several ideas and 
narrowed to two options.

BRAINSTORMING



Medical functions and accessbilityEducation and simulated cooking 
experience

Children Patients





CAM is a product that offers a creative artificial meal cooking 
experience for parents and their children.



Interface



5

A family of children and their parents spending a Saturday afternoon learning about cooking and traditional 

food. The parents introduce a new tool to the children - a 3D printer for food. The printer is capable of printing 

various food ingredients into intricate shapes and designs, but it still leaves some steps for the children and 

parents to complete.



They use the 3D printer to print the base layer of their dishes. As the printer is printing, the screen on the 

printer will introduce some knowledge of the raw materials to the children. Then the children and parents 

work together to complete the final steps of cooking, such as seasoning the dishes, adding the final touches, 

and plating the dishes. The children learn about different traditional foods and cuisines, and gain a deeper 

appreciation for cooking and knowledge of food production.

Scenario
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